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i am sam 
harrison 

from online 
news. 

welcome to 
russia, a 

country in 
decline.

run by 
a dictator 

that 
increasingly 
behaves like 

a fascist.

we all 
know 

about the 
showdown 
with nato in 
lithuania in 
202o. putin 
lost that 

one. since then 
he has spent 
even more 

money on the 
military.



presenting himself 
as a real man. 

allying himself with 
the russian mafia and 
its hyper-masculine 
ideals.

He has been banning 
everything that 
violates traditional 
gender rules.

shaltai boltai, a  
russian hacker 

group, has released 
secret  russian 

documents, showing 
us that the 

government revealed 
has developed a brand 

new revolutionary 
technology making it 
possible to change 

human bodies 
beyond any 

recognition.



the president’s 
press secretary said 
this about the 
rumors last year.

No 
comment!



nato forces have 
already encountered 
modified “super-
soldiers” on the 
border between 
kaliningrad and 
poland.

there has even been 
rumours of human-
animal hybrids.

the cult of the hyper 
masculine has, 
however, reached a 
new level with the 
secret 
“feminizatsya” 
program.

studies of prisoners 
caught inside poland 
show that they have 
been genetically 
modified using dan-
carrying viruses, 
combined with front 
edge nanorobot 
technology. it 
seems the russians 
are able to give a 
human body any 
form. 



today we can document that the 
russian regime is experimenting on 
changing men they consider 
“culturally and evolutionary unfit 
for real masculinity” into women.





we met secretly 
with this girl 
somewhere north in 
the country.

i can 
tell you 
what is 

going on.

we went to Russia 
pretending we were 
to make a report on 
the russian 
entrepreneurial 
spirit.



the 
regime 

is planning 
to eradicate 
men who do 
not live up 

to their 
macho  
shit.

and i am 
one of 
them. 

i used to 
be alexey 

before they 
made me 

into 
alexa. 

i was at the M. v. 
Frunze military 

academy. was to weak 
they said.



they inject 
you with all 
kind of shit 

before putting you 
in what they call 

the 
transformation 

chamber.

it has 
lamps that 

radiates some 
kind of energy that 

makes the 
transformation 

process go 
faster.

no, i do not 
remember 

much of it. it is 
all a blur.

but i 
remember 

images. yeah, 
erotic 
images.



i can only remember 
fragments. there 
was this beautiful 
girl…

a man was pouring 
baby oil over her big 
tits. and there was 
this voice saying: 
“the oil will make 
you new. the oil will 
make you useful. The 
oil will make you  
servant of real 
men.”

and then there were 
images of him 
fucking her.

i 
remember 

i got turned 
on, you 

know. she 
was a sweet 

girl, that 
one.



i can 
distinctly 

remember that 
i had a hard on, 

you know. i 
must have come 

inside that 
chamber.

but 
later on, 

there was no 
erection.

i remember scenes 
with this beautiful 
girl spending a lot 
of time in the 
bathroom.

it felt 
like i was 

looking at 
myself in the 

mirror.



and i felt no 
erection, you know. i 
remember that 
worried me.

and there was this 
voice saying: “you 
are beautiful. be 
beautiful for your 
man. dress up for 
your man”

and i remember i got 
all warm down 
there. wet in a new 
way.



i was 
never 
really 

awake, you 
know, just 
drifting  in 

this strange 
mental 
state.

but i 
remember that 
my body felt 

different.

in the images they 
projected into my 
brain the women 
became more and 
more feminine. the 
men bigger and more 
muscular.

and i remember i got 
curious about how 
the men looked 
naked. i developed a 
fascination for 
muscular bodies, 
strong bodies.



and the women in the 
dreams were 
worshipping cocks.

they must have 
injected me with 
something, because i 
could taste that 
cock in my mouth.

but you know, 
by this time my 
body must have 

changed 
dramatically.



thes
e babies 

must have 
already been 

well 
developed 

by then

i could 
feel my 
nipples 

stiffen when 
that man 

fucked that 
girl.

but i could also 
feel something 
down there. an 
opening of sorts.



i guess my 
vagina had 

become deep 
enough and 

they had 
inserted 

some kind of 
vibrator.

because it 
was as if i 
could feel 
that cock 
inside me.

and it felt so 
good. and they 

succeeded 
you know. i 
need cock 

now. i need 
men.





to learn 
more about the 

russian 
feminisation 
program, we 

went to paris to 
meet alina 

alenin.



alina is a russian 
refuge who has 
sought safe haven in 
paris, with the ex-pat 
community here. 



i was a 
general.

i worked on 
the super 

soldier part of 
the programme.



but putin had 
bought into some 
religious bullshit 

from our new 
rasputin, 

arkhangel. 

arkhangel 
believes that 
emotional and 

peaceful men have 
women’s 
souls.

but when i 
realized that 

putin was using 
the technology 

to turn men 
into women, i 

had to 
protest.

i argued that 
we needed 

those men in the 
forthcoming war 
with the west. we 

could turn the 
sissies into 

super soldier.

given 
the declining 

birthrate of the 
motherland, we 

could turn women 
into male 
soldiers.



we have to purify the 
country of these 
weak men, he says. 
his fascist movement 
first planned to kill 
them.

but 
now he 

wants to 
turn them 

into slaves 
of the new 

elite.

as you can 
hear, the old 

general is not 
regretting 
anything. 



no, i 
don’t. the 

west is 
decadent and 

feminine.

it is time 
the real 
men take 

over.

whether i 
fuck men? i 
am not gay!

yeah, yeah, i 
know about the 
conditioning. i 

came out of that 
bloody chamber 

remember.



but i 
am not like 

ruslan 
bobrov. ruslan bobrov is the 

rich oligarch that 
disappeared three 
years ago. putin 
confiscated his oil 
company.

putin 
turned him 
into a girl 

and gave him as 
a gift to his 

business 
rival.

that weak and 
pathetic 

capitalist gave 
into perverse 

female 
desires.



bobrov had 
previously made 
an enemy of the 

general, refusing 
him stock in his 

company.

the general 
had even spied 

on his rival, and 
provided us with 

this video.



look at the 
video and see 
how pathetic 

he is.

he is 
admiring 

himself in the 
mirror, that 

long hair and 
those big 

tits.

he should 
be grieving 
for his lost 

cock, not 
this… ah! 
pathetic!



he just 
loves being a 
soft, feminine, 

girl you 
know.



all he wants 
is that big black 

cock.



putin has 
cameras 

everywhere you 
know. he shows 
the footage to 
his rivals and 

enemies, 
keeping them 

down.





from what we 
have learned so 

far, the 
conditioning is 

extremely 
hard.

one of the 
reasons the 

general is so 
harsh on the 

oligarch, is that 
she, now as a young 

woman, have to 
struggle with 
these desires 

every day. 

our camera 
man found out 

later that 
evening, when he 

followed the 
girl home.

alina does 
not hide her 

femininity. she 
keeps her blond  
hair long, and 
dresses like a 

sexy girl.



it must be strange 
for an old man like 
the general to find 
himself in the body 
of a horny girl.

our camera man has 
micro cameras in his 
glasses, installed 
for opportunities 
like this one.



fuck me 
harder, 
harder!



oh 
yeah, 

deeper, fuck 
your little 

girl.

don’t 
tell anyone, 

will you?
oh yeah!





in order to get a 
better grasp on how 
the brainwashing 
technique works we 
met up with dr. 
daniel burn, 
professor in 
neurophysiology. he 
is one of the few 
foreigners 
enrolled in the 
program.



“i was working for 
an Non-government 
organization in st. 
petersburg at the 
time”

“putin decided that 
NGO’s should be 
considered foreign 
agents, and tried to 
close them down.” “We fought them in 

the courts, and it 
was then i realized i 
had the secret 
police, FSB, on my 
tail.”



and i disappeared off 
the grid.

they put me in the 
girl factory.

but it was nothing like a real prison. i 
remember that they allowed me to move 
around freely inside parts of the 
prison. there was the beauty parlour.



there was a room 
full of sexy 
lingerie.

and beautiful women 
picking up items with 
a mix of 
bewilderment and 
excitement on their 
faces.



i remember one of 
them, a read head, 
talking to me. do 

you think 
there are 
too much 
feminine 

vibes 
here?

they let you 
in here for a 
reason. they 
want to show 

you your 
future.

it isn’t 
all bad, you 

know.



as soon as 
you stop 

resisting.



“she was right, you 
have to stop 
resisting”.

the professor is 
now a busty, 
voluptous girl, 
living with one of 
the party bosses of 
united russia, the 
ruling party.

it is not 
too bad, you 
know, he is a 
good guy, if 
you do as he 

asks.

i know 
russian 

now.



he wants 
kids, and i 

guess he gets 
what he 
wants.

it is not as 
if i could go 
back to the 
states, you 
know. no 
passport.

but the sex is 
good. you see, 
the whole pod 

process 
calibrates your 
body and mind 

for sexual 
pleasure.

when i came 
out of that 

chamber i was 
completely 

mesmerise by 
my new self.



they gave me a kind 
of hotel room in the 
facility, and i can 
remember my first 
trip into the bath 
room.

i lifted up my tits in 
wonder.



there was this sweet 
scent of perfume, and i 
remember my silky hair 
smelled of apples.



i studied my face, so 
unlike my own: a mix of 
teenage innocence and 
slutty sexuality. i now 
know that my husband 
had ordered a girl 
like this.



the majority of the 
girls produced in the 
factory has big tits, 
because that was what 
most men want, but 
also because the 
psychiatrists has found 
that a curvy body made 
it harder for the 
prisoners to hold on 
to their male 
personality.



my mind was still 
filled with sexy pod-
dreams of beautiful 
women and strong 
men.

i immediately 
connected the girl 
in the mirror with 
those girls.



i looked down at a 
perfect curve of 
girly ass.



i can remember the 
excitement i felt 
when i lifted up that 
dress to reveal my 
tits.



i was wet already.



that taste of my own 
pussy triggered an 
avalanche of strong 
feelings inside me.



in the shower the 
combination of soap 
and soft female 
flesh made me even 
more aroused.



i realized now that 
they had done some 
dramatic rewiring to 
my brain.

compared to the old 
soviet union and 
their brain washing 
techniques the new 
regime had brought 
personality change 
to whole new level.



i loved being this 
girl.



i put on the lingerie 
they had left out for 
me, loving the feel 
of its texture 
against my skin.



i was ready for 
adventure. i was 
ready for cock.

and because of this i 
realized that the 
russians were 
decades in front of 
us americans in dna 
manipulation, 
nanotech and 
neuroscience.

they sent in my 
trainer.

i did not hesitate. i 
wanted this man to 
be proud of me.



my intellect told 
me this was 
nonsense, but my 
feelings told me i 
was a russian girl 
now, reborn to 
serve the russian 
man.

in return he would 
give me ecstasy.

what 
have you 

people done 
to me? god, 

i feel so 
hot.



you are 
such a good 

girl.

you 
like being a 
girl, don’t 

you?
this is what 

you american 
sissies were 
meant to be 
all along.



there were too many 
impressions. the 
dying man within me 
still got turned on 
by the sight of big 
tits. the woman was 
shaking because of 
the sight of that 
cock appearing 
between her tits.



why didn’t i run? 
there was nowhere 
to run. besides i 
could sense the 
arrival of immense 
pleasure.

they knew that 
positive 
reinforcement is 
more effective than 
negative.



and i felt empty 
down there. i needed 
someone to fill me 
up.







and then he pushed 
himself inside me

deep, deep, deep.



relentlessly, in and 
out, in and out.

the wet slapping 
sound was the sound 
of me being ravaged 
by a man.



do you understand 
what i am saying? 
they have imprisoned 
me with pleasure.

i am talking to you 
now, because if the 
west does nothing, 
we will all lose 
our freedom to 
these mad men.



we 
interviewed  
daniel aka 
dana three 
weeks ago. 

since then we 
have not been 
able to get in 

touch with 
her.

in the 
second 

part of our 
series we 

will look at 
some of the 
men behind 
the plot.



marina visconti, 
from mofos.com and 
brazzers.com

alexa, from 
mofos.com

Choe lacourt from 
mofos.com

.  .   
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